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New Inventory, New Builds, New Us
We custom build every Pickard guitar. Call 704-599-1230 to
order yours now!
Here at Music 49, we strive to create the best products for you, our valued customers. All of our
Pickard Guitars are handcrafted just for you. Our shop has gone through some changes this past year,
and our creation staff has increased to make more of what you want, at the value you deserve. All of
our guitars go through a pre-shipment inspection to ensure the quality you expect. This includes all
Pickard Guitars, and all of our other stock, including Schecter, BadCat, and any consignment
equipment or instruments we have in store.
We are excited to share our love of music with you, and hope you keep up with what we plan for the
new year!
Facebook: Music 49
Instagram: Music_49
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Pickard Electric
Spanish - 2500 1699
When Jason Pickard started
formulating designs for a
hollowbody electric guitar, the term
"Electric Spanish" was inevitably
the perfect choice. As a guitar
maker who spent over a decade
building exclusively in the spanish classical guitar realm, Mr. Pickard is extremely passionate about
adding an acoustic element to his electric guitar line.
A fully hollow, 24.75" scale all solid wood tone-monster! Available with and without F-holes, the 2019
models have boasted quilted mahogany, Figured Cherry, and English Oak as their tonewood. Keep a
lookout for a flame Maple version in 2020. Available with either hand fabricated trapeze style
tailpiece, or one-piece wrap around.
Don't hesitate to ask us how we can Custom build one for you. For Instance, we can easily add 1 or
2 F-holes, change to a different pickup, add a Rosewood or Ziricote back, or perhaps a wraparound
tailpiece. After all, Custom is what we do!
https://reverb.com/item/26643262-pickard-electric-spanish-p90

Pickard Electric Spanish Variations
Prices will vary

F-Holes

Colors (more available)
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Pickard Calypso (natural) - 1799 1299
The newest addition to the Pickard custom electric guitar
lineup is this 24.75" scale, offset body, all solid wood
cruiser. But don't let the smooth lines fool you, this little
guitar gets down, and it's super comfortable both standing
and sitting. As pictured, the natural wood Calypso is fitted
with p-90 pickups, single volume/tone, mahogany body
with Paldao drop top, hand rubbed oil finish, and hand fabricated steel "tray style" tailpiece with
brass saddles. The second, a humbucker maple drop-top version of the same guitar in a wonderful
color we just developed named "Lexi-Velvet". This guitar will be a
gloss Nitrocellulose Lacquer finish and utilize a one-piece wraparound
bridge.
We have decided to sell the first Dozen of these guitars at a
discount, so feel free to contact us with questions.
Normal price 1699

*Color Options Available*
https://reverb.com/item/29598258-pickard-calypso-2019-paldao

Pickard Custom Pine Telecaster
“Texas Pete” - 1799 999
Our "in-house" version of what a Telecaster should be;
bare bones, REAL solid wood, and all about the tone!
We named this guitar "Texas Pete" because it's Hot and
Twangy! This guitar has a solid pine body, custom
birdseye neck/Ebony fingerboard, and a gorgeous
Paduak Top. From the wonderful wood grain in the pine
body, to the custom spalted maple pickguard, this
guitar is all ORGANIC! If it's not solid wood, then it
doesn't belong on this guitar! This is one of those
"x-factor" guitars. Plays and sounds incredible!! We let several local "tele-aficionados" give her a test
drive and everyone agrees that there's something about this tonewood combination that's awesome.
https://reverb.com/item/12835588-pickard-custom-pine-tele-2018
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Pickard Redwood Singlecut
2999 2399
This guitar was hand built as a "tribute" to
the guitars of the 1950's with modern
appointments added to make it perform in
a more modern fashion. While there's no
denying some Les Paul DNA in the
conception of this guitar, it has some
differences. This guitar could be compared
to the world of Hotrods, where the term
"restomod" is highly popular. It has a
vintage vibe, but modern performance. The pickups sound fantastic, the carbon fiber neck has an
incredible frequency that allows string bending with more accuracy, and the Hipshot Baby Grand
bridge intonates quite nicely.
Hardshell case included
https://reverb.com/item/8302869-2018-jason-pickard-redwood-singlecut

Custom Bad Cat Cub 15R Players Series
Head - Worn leather - 1199 1050

The USA Player Series Cub preserves the purity of the
original Cub circuit while offering increased flexibility. This
improved design offers the ability to select between a 12AX7
or EF86 pre-amp tube using the mini toggle on the faceplate
or the included footswitch. This new feature offers far more
gain and versatility than previous Cub models.We also
added a selectable tone stack boost in both modes to give this pure single channel amp four unique
gain stages. It can achieve everything from the traditional Cub 12AX7 chime to complex EF86 gain
tones that were unachievable on earlier versions of the Cub.A two button footswitch to select the EF86
or 12AX7 pre-amp tube and engage the boost is included.
https://reverb.com/item/23702688-badcat-cub-15r-players-series-head-2019-worn-leather
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Custom Bad Cat Hot Cat 30R Players
Series - Red Ostrich 1699 1499
In 2001 Bad Cat innovation led to the design of the Hot Cat
30, the worlds first Class A, high gain amplifier. Less than a
year later the amp received the Guitar Player Magazine
Editor's Pick Award. In 2004, Guitar Player Magazine
recognized the amp as one of the ten best combo amps
ever made. The honor was presented at the Summer NAMM
Nashville show. Now the engineers at Bad Cat are bringing the Hot Cat 30R into our USA Player Series.
Not content with just transferring the hand-wired legacy design over to a PCB format. Out engineering
team set out to redefine the amp design and make sonic improvement as well as increase the
versatility of the clean channel. The Hot Cat 30R is a two channel amp with two EL34’s being driven in
Class A cathode bias to produce 30 watts of power. Channel one is a simple Volume, Bass, Treble,
Reverb, and K Master. Channel two has a simple layout of Gain, Bass, Middle, Treble , Reverb, and
K-Master.
https://reverb.com/item/26302468-bad-cat-hot-cat-30r-players-series-2019-red-ostrich

Schecter Musclecar Wembly
2 Color Options - 2599 1699
Because of our obsession with mid-1960's muscle cars, we decided to
do a 6 piece Limited Run of Custom Shop Wembly traditional guitars,
in GTO colors. These guitars are finished directly from the GM 1965
Color codes; "Mayfair Maize" an antique cream/yellow, and
"Palmetto Green" a shiny blue.
We stuck with the Wembly formula of 3 vintage single coil "Blackout"
pups, a 5-way selector switch, single volume/tone, and traditional
angle front mount input jack.
So here's what you get: a custom wembley in a "one-off" color
combo, and more Horsepower for the working man! Aged Nitro finish on the body adds a nice touch. Alder body with
maple neck/pao ferro fingerboard. This guitar plays smooth and sounds even better. Guitar comes with a great well
padded Schecter pro gig bag. https://reverb.com/item/22770011-schecter-musclecar-wembly-2019-mayfair-maize
https://reverb.com/item/21777458-schecter-usa-wembly-musclecar-limited
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Pickard KB-1 Hollowbody
Bass - 2900 1900
A short scale length "throwback" to a time
when bass players were laying the
foundation of modern tone! This all solid,
hollow bass is available with or without
F-holes and comes standard with a DiMarzio "mudbucker" style single pickup. Our handmade billet
aluminum tailpiece houses 3 adjustable saddles and allows for a more aggressive neck angle. Neck
comes standard with carbon fiber truss rod.
Custom orders accepted

Pickard Zeus - Custom Order
Only
Pickard’s modern take on a classic. While the
single cut shape may remind you of a LesPaul,
that’s where the similarities end. Old Honduran
Mahogany body with a waterfall Koa top,
Padauk neck with Brazilian Rosewood
fingerboard. Headstock veneer, neck heel cap, and pickup rings all made from Australian Lacewood.
Carbon fiber reinforced neck. Mann made bridge and Lambertones Grinders pickups.
This guitar is a custom order only. This way, you are able to decide exactly what you want,
including wood, color, and hardware. Call today.
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